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Aim : Study of Absorption Spectrum of Iodine vapour

Description of Experimental setup:

1. A spectrometer

2. A Lamp house with filament lamp & stem The lamp house is adjustable in height.

3. A corning glass tube of 30cm length is housed in a wooden casing. An inlet with

stopper is provided in the center of the tube to introduce iodine specks.One

end of the glass tube is closed & the other is provided with plane glass to illumi

nate the collimating slit of the spectrometer perfectly. Near the closed end of the

tube a heating wire is wound to heat up the tube to develop vapour pressure in the

iodine.The glass tube housing is provided with a stem to mount it in a stand.lt can

be adjusted in height.

Procedure :

1. Focus the eyepiece of the teelscope on the cross wire.

2. Adjust the telescope & collimator for parallel light,either by Schuster's method or by

focussing the telescope to a distant object.

3. Level the prism table properly & mount the grating normal to the collimator

4. Arrange the collimator tube & the telescope tube in line & focus the slit on the

vertical cross wire.

6. Calibrate the spectrometer in following manner

a. Set the mercury lamp in front of the slit of the collimator.

b. Conicide the vertical cross wire with the vertical slit as direct seen through

telescope.

c. Note the readings on the two verniers.

d  Spectrum of mercury light will be seen through the telescope,

e  Set the crosswire at different lines of the spectrum on left side & note

readings on both verniers.

f. Repeat the same with spectrum on right hand side.

g. Calculate diffraction angle for different lines of the spectrum.
Direct reading for slit =



For mercury spectrum

3olor A/avelength vernier reading diffraction angle mean

0

Sin0

VI V2 01 02

Violet 4046.8

Violet 4078.0

Violet 4358.3

Blue green 4916.6

Green 4959.7

Green 5460.7

Yellow 5769.9

Yellow 5790.7

Orange 6152.0
_

Plot a graph between A, & sin 0

8.

9.

Put some iodine specks into the tube through the central inlet & close it with

the stopper so that the vapour does not escape out.Tilt the tube towards the

close end(lamp side) so that the iodine specks reach this end.

Iodine develops sufficient vapour pressure at about 20 degree & gives good

absorption bands. But if the vapour pressure does not develop.heat the tube a

little in the following manner.Connect the terminals of the haeter(fitted to the

tube) to the power supply & switch it on.With in a few minutes there will be
sufficient vapour pressure in the tube. In this case the inner side of the tube

will become somewhat redish. After getting this position,switch off the heater.
View the aborption spectrum through the telescope of the spectrometer. Record
direct slit reading & rotate telescope in anticlockwise direction.Set cross wire
on absorption bands & record reading of both the vernier of spectrometer.



10 Next rotate the telescope in the clockwise direction & set the cross wire on the

absorption bands & record the reading of both the verniers of the spectrometer

Find difference beetween readings for a line to line,vernier to vernier for first

order on 2 sides of the direct reading.This gives 2 0 for each line separately,

Tabulate 0 for different bands of absorption,calculate sin 0

Note wavelength from the graph

Calculate V = 1/A,

0 Sin0 V X
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